


Anonymous 

• Temp marker of sister p\.lt on mothers inside fence / small sun catcher on shepherds hook

Perry Steines 

• All exception in non-mowing

o Wreath include
- ----- --

0 LED lights

o Bigger border

o Include all federal holidays

• 1st year all more relaxed people are in morning & they paid for the space

Leslie Mitchell 

• My Dad's site has the flower pot anchored w/ a sm. Linked brass chain/ last year sometime I

happen to notice the chain has broken. I have called to have this repaired (looked at, etc) and it

still is broke. The lady took all my info & said it would be in the spring before it was repaired.

(I'm not bitchin' just wondering) Well, this has not been repaired - just wondering ... Leslie

Mitchell Thanks

Audrey Hahn 

• Very unhappy with the looks and rules at our cemetery 

• Please Discontinue using Roundup!!! 

Lois Groh 

• Decoration Removal - paragraph 4 -

• Hooks of any kind prohibited in Memorial Park. Why??? This is discrimination. Mtg was mainly

focused on Oak Park. Listen to minority.

Anonymous 

• Much of this seems straightforward. I'm less aware of the kinds of items people routinely leave

that create problems for staff. I would want to hear if there are any additions staff would

recommend here from their experience I know personal items are regularly left especially by the

graves of children. Some thought should be given on how staff can navigate that.

• With respect, this verbiage is soft and unnecessary. Many of these rules aren't being observed

and are creating problems for staff. These rules exist for a reason, we should expect them to be

followed.



Derelc Rogers 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hi Dere <, 

Larry McElwain XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Wednesday; August 29, 2018 12:22 PM 
Derek Rogers 
Diane Stoddard 
Oak Hill Cemetery and Memorial Park Cemetery ... 

> 

I have had 40+ years of experience with Oak Hill and Memorial Park Cemeteries. My parents are buried in Oak Hill, so I 
have both a long professional interest and also a personal interest. Over the years, I have seen the staffing to operate 
and maintain the cemeteries diminish with budget cuts and reduced funding. In my opinion, it is not frivolous to have 
three or four full time employees to take care of things out there. Those grounds are hallowed to many like me and also 
a huge tourist/visitor destination to many from all over the country also. I hope in the coming budget cycles that you 
can find a way to more adequately fund the care of these two cemeteries. I have watched the appearance diminish and 
it saddens me. 

I am fully aware of all of the growing responsibilities with your department. I just have a special place in my heart for all 
of the folks that I was privileged to bury there, including my parents. I hope that we can find a way to get more staff 
there, or a more concentrated time being spent there to keep them in better shape than they appear now. 

Also, I applaud the recent efforts to once again educate the public about decorations that are left there. They can move 
from being special to an eye sore when they are not picked up. I also know that they make it more difficult to maintain 
the cemetery. 

Thank you for any consideration that you can give to this. 

Larry K. McElwain 
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Roger Steinbrock 

From: Derek Rogers 
Sent: 

To: 

Thursday, September 06, 2018 10:41 AM 
Roger Steinbrock 

Subject: FW: the meeting this evening. 

Please add to the public comments. 

Sincerely, 

Derek Rogers, Director of Parks & Recreation 

From: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Sent: Wednesday, September OS, 2018 8:31 PM 

To: Derek Rogers <drogers@lawrenceks.org> 

Subject: the meeting this evening. 

Derek, I thought the meeting went well but do wish to stick to my guns, in that what we were told in 1986 

and reinforced in 2002 should mean something, and also, if you leave your proposed new rules as long 

winded as they were presented you will never be able to enforce them as they will challenge you at every 

turn. Make the rules short and firm and with no bull shit and then you know folks have no reason not to 

follow them----they can understand them in plain English language. Also, I did not leave my email address so 

will you please place it for me- As I said I was at Oak Hill for about 30 minutes watching them mow, try 

to, in the area of my 8 lots and with all the hooks etc. they just could not do a good job. Lets make it look 

like Arlington National. Andy Galyardt 
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Roger Steinbrock 

Subject: FW: Brody's grave garden 

-- - - - - --

Fro XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Sent: Thursday, September 6, 2018 5:54 AM 

--'JTo:-Mark-Hecker-<mhecker@lawrenceks.o-rg>�-----------------� --

Subject: Brody's grave garden 

Mark, 
Please do what you can to allow Brody's grave garden to stay. This beautiful display of love and the only way 
little baby Brody's family and friends can show their love for this beautiful child taken too soon. It should be 
able to stay. This honors his precious memory and that means so much! It would be a shame to have to 
remove it. 

In memory of Brody 
My thoughts and prayers are with you and your family 

Laura 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roger Steinbrock

From: Derek Rogers 
Sent: 

To: 

Thursday, September 06, 2018 4:09 PM 
Roger Steinbrock 

Subject: FW: Derek, will you please pass this email on to the City Mgr. and commissioners!!!!! 
Cemeteries!!! 

Sincerely, 

Derek Rogers, Director of Parks & Recreation 

From: Andy Galyardt
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2018 3:20 PM 
To: Derek Rogers <drogers@lawrenceks.org> 
Subject: Derek, will you please pass this email on to the City Mgr. and commissioners!!!!! Cemeteries!!! 

To one and all. I am sending you this note to seek support for the current efforts by many fine folks to 
address the problems with the above subject: 

My family and I had been residents of Lawrence for 40 years and during this period our children have grown 
up, we have enjoyed many fine friendships, I have had the opportunity to serve the finest clients a person 
could have as well as the pleasure of serving on the planning commission, chamber board, united way 
leadership, and many worthwhile projects assisting various departments of the University of Kansas. 

In 1986 we decided we would make our final resting place Oakhill and after visiting with Buford Watson for 
facts relating to long term care of Oakhill we purchased 4 lots. In 2002, after some family members 
expressed an interest in returning to Lawrence I visited with Mike Wildgen to check again on rules, care and 
operation of Oakhill and then traded our 4 lots and purchased 4 more thus giving us an 8 lot plot. Also Mike 
and I agreed to a tree to enhance our area as well as benefit all of the area and we paid $402.38 for a tree 
that I continued to water and fertilize for the next 5 years and today stands a beautiful tree. 

-===:+w'it+fr1 at-we-were-told-i·rP.L-9Hfr-a-n<:Fre·reld-m-200i-cl0es-n0H�*i-s·t-ffia-a=y,l:i0wever-the=m:e:-e:t�R.g -a-tt@ndErd=las-----
---t'-ven-ing-a-Rfi-sea.ing-O@rnk-a.1:i.d-hi-s-s.t.a.f-f,aS-WelLasJ: he_citiz.e.ns_gr.oup_ERlEN OS OE OAKl::llLLaru:Ltl:Le e desire to 

work with the city to correct all the problems I feel that the outcome can be outstanding for the benefit 
of all. However it will not happen without YOUR HELP. There needs to be a commitment of time and 
money to both staff and the FRIENDS OF OAKHILL. and most importantly to all of the past citizens of 

e ce who worked volunteered aid their taxes to make Lawrence what it is today. It is time they are 
not forgotten, because they have been for too long. 
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Parks and Recreation Dept 

From:  
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2018 7:47 PM
To: Parks and Recreation Dept
Subject: Meeting on Wednesday, September 5, 2018

First of all, "thank you" for having the open meeting related to city owned cemeteries. After attending the meeting, I do
- --have some-suggestion"""s �--

1. The opportunity to have a copy of Draft Copy of Decoration of Lots and Burial Space Draft on the web so
that one could read and comprehend the contents. This would have saved time and not have to spend
timing reading the document to the audience.

2. A PowerPoints presentation that was readable to the audience.

At the meeting I made no oral comments as didn't feel prepared. I can say it did give audience members a chance to
express concerns some of which were NOT related to the Draft handed out.

Now my concerns-
You are being very lenient to all cemetery locations (EXCEPT MEMORIAL PARK) in your proposal to allow borders,
planted flowers, mulch, etc. Some of these proposed "enhancements" would seem to me to add to your
maintenance. But by the same token, vocal members present would support these changes. The two concerns that I
am expressing would NOT suggest adding borders and/or mulch that seem to add to maintenance to Memorial Park.

Planting of Live Flowers-Third line remove the word "upright" thus allow Memorial Park the same privilege as the
other two cemeteries.

Decoration Removal, 4th Paragraph-Removal of the sentence "Hooks of any kind are prohibited in Memorial Park
Cemetery." This seems to be a double standard. This would allow one to decorate a grave site and NOT interfere with
mowing if placed within 6 inches of monument.

Please seriously consider and add these two modifications to your new draft proposal. Thank you for the opportunity to
participate in this revision process and considering ALL interested parties.

�; Virus-free. www.avg.com
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Roger Steinbrock

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derek Rogers 
Friday, September 07, 2018 8:11 AM 
Roger Steinbrock 
FW: DEREK, please work to get rid of those dam hooks. They look awful. Lets not 
have any decorations over 12 inches in height. Andy Galyardt---Also when mowing 
invite the folks out to watch--I spent 30 minutes out there yesterday opened my ey 

Sincerely, 

Derek Rogers, Director of Parks & Recreation 

From: Andy Galyardt 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2018 9:25 AM 
To: Derek Rogers <drogers@lawrenceks.org> 
Subject: DEREK, please work to get rid of those dam hooks .. They look awful. Lets not have any decorations over 12 
inches in height. Andy Galyardt---Also when mowing invite the folks out to watch-.-1 spent 30 minutes out there 
yesterday opened my eyes. 

l



Derek Rogers 

To: 

Subject: 

Andy Galyardt 

RE: Derek, will you please pass this email on to the City Mgr. and commissioners!!!!! 

Cemeteries!!! 

Thanks Andy, 

I will share as reguested and save ',!Our comments with our public forum comments. 

Sincerely, 

Derek Rogers, Director of Parks & Recreation 

From: Andy Galyardt XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2018 3:20 PM 

To: Derek Rogers <drogers@lawrenceks.org> 

Subject: Derek, will you please pass this email on to the City Mgr. and commissioners!!!!! Cemeteries!!! 

To one and all. I am sending you this note to seek support for the current efforts by many fine folks to 

address the problems with the above subject: 

My family and I had been residents of Lawrence for 40 years and during this period our children have grown 
up, we have enjoyed many fine friendships, I have had the opportunity to serve the finest clients a person 
could have as well as the pleasure of serving on the planning commission, chamber board, united way 
leadership, and many worthwhile projects assisting various departments of the University of Kansas. 

In 1986 we decided we would make our final resting place Oakhill and after visiting with Buford Watson for 

facts relating to long term care of Oakhill we purchased 4 lots. In 2002, after some family members 

expressed an interest in returning to Lawrence I visited with Mike Wildgen to check again on rules, care and 

operation of Oakhill and then traded our 4 lots and purchased 4 more thus giving us an 8 lot plot. Also Mike 

and I agreed to a tree to enhance our area as well as benefit all of the area and we paid $402.38 for a tree 

that I continued to water and fertilize for the next 5 years and today stands a beautiful tree. 

==='JAJ'hat::w.e:.w:e.r..e::.totd=i:l'.l=-1::986=ar.rd=r-eto:l:d=in=2tlC:2=d:o-�s::r-i:ot="e.xi:st=tg:-ci:a-v;=l+Gwe.ve:r-=tl+e=1:r-re.l,rtrr-rg=t=a:tt-e:r-rs:e:-El=l:a;s.t====-

e v en in and seein _ Derek and his staff, as well as the c't' e s g.[Q_\J_J2 FRIENDS OF OAKHllLa.ru:lthe.r_e__d.e_s__,_,_ir ..... e_..to,._,__ __ 

work with thedty to correct all the problems I feel that the outcome can be outstanding for the benefit 

of all. However it will not happen without YOUR HELP. There needs to be a commitment of time and 

money to both staff and the FRIENDS OF OAKHILL. and most importantly to all of the past citizens of 

Lawrence who worked, volunteered, paid their taxes to make Lawrence what it is today. It is time they are 
not forgotten, because they have been for too long. 




